
Made entirely of plastic 
and stainless steel

COUNTER ROTATING VALVE
SK

Flexible dimensions

Easy assembly

Modular system

Stepless adjustable from 
0-100%
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A good climate in your barn is the basis for healthy animals and 
optimal performance. By far the most climate problems in the 
barn are caused by the inlet of the air. Wind in�uences play a 
major role here. With the Scan-Air counter rotating valve you 
have the right valve to minimize these wind in�uences and to 
control the air intake perfectly.

The counter rotating valve can be equipped with a direct motor 
drive. If several valves are mounted besides each other, the 
valves can be equipped spring opened or spring closed. Then 
one central motor can operate the valves at the same time.
Per barn is checked which type and which size is suitable for the 
situation in question. In this way the system is made entirely 
according to your wishes and to the welfare requirements for 
your animals. The Scan-Air counter rotating valves are made 
entirely of plastic and stainless steel, which guarantees a long 
life. For every application we can make a valve.



Options SKAbout Scan-Air

Vertical

Technical data SK 

Type Installation dimensions Net surface
(cm2)

Capacity
(m3/h r)

Pull force
(kg)

Stroke length
(mm)

W H D 10 Pa  20 Pa  30 Pa  
Vertical: 

1271 500 100 4657 5600 7700 8850 6 280
1883 500 100 6972 8400 11500 13250 7 280
1271 1000 100 9889 11900 16300 18800 6 280
1883 1000 100 14804 17750 24400 28100 7 280

SK-H2/10-24900  1271 100 15091 18110 24900 28650 7 280

Dimensions custome made valves:

Width:
Vertical:

413/536/658/781/903/1026/1148/1271/1393/1516/1638/1761/1883/2006/2128/2251
Height: 200-2000mm (each step possible)
Depth: 100-500mm (in steps of 25mm)

SK-V10-7700
SK-V15-11500
SK-V10-16300
SK-V15-24400

Horizontal

Scan-Air is a leading manufacturer in the �eld of 

ventilation, daylight, and pop-hole systems. For over 25 

years we are producing high quality products with our 

advanced machinery and our dynamic organization.

Characteristic of Scan-Air’s products is the use of a well 

thought-out building system, which enables us to o�er a 

suitable solution for every application. The use of plastic 

and stainless steel materials guarantees a long lifetime. 

Scan-Air o�ers a complete package of ventilation, daylight, 

and pop-hole solutions. With our knowledge and expertise 

in these �elds, we can design the suitable total concept for 

your barn.

For more information, please contact us or our local dealer:
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Multiple vertical Multiple horizontal

1500
SK-H2/15-37500 1883 100 22686 28350 37500 43100 7 2801500
SK-H2/10-33400 1271 100 20259 25300 33400 38500 7 2802000
SK-H2/15-50250 1883 100 30455 38050 50250 57850 7 2802000

Horizontal:

Height:
Horizontal:

Width:
Depth:


